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Abstract. The study aims to examine the trading strategies of institutional investors in the limit order book market.
The study modifies the assumptions of prior studies [1,2] to match actual situations or to facilitate calculations. First,
the investors’ objective in the study is profit maximization rather than minimization of trading costs. Second, time is
continuous rather than discrete. Third, price impact functions are non-linear and take the quadratic form that features
increasing prices. Study results indicate that institutional investors adopt the increasing trading strategy if the
permanent price impact dominates whereas they adopt the decreasing trading strategy if the transient price impact
dominates. In addition, the average trading strategy is adopted if and only if the permanent and transient price impacts
are combined in some fixed proportions.

1 Introduction
Most research on traditional microstructure mainly
focuses on the market-maker market. However, the
electronic trading system has been gradually accepted by
many financial markets and has become increasingly
common in real-life securities trading. Unlike the
traditional dealership market, the electronic trading
system is a new type of trading method in the sense that it
mainly adopts the form of limit orders. Research on limit
order book market can be dated back to 1960s. However,
it is not until 1990s that this kind of research sees a big
progress [3]. Prior studies mostly deal with the
development of trading strategies and can be divided into
two kinds, including studies that consider the risk of
adverse selection [3-6] and those without considering
such a feature [7-12].
Research on the limit order book market in China is
relatively scarce. Empirical research mainly focuses on
the limit order from the perspective of information
asymmetry [13]. Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market
and three major commodities futures market in China all
adopt the limit order quotation system. Hence, it is
worthwhile to study such a system in the sense that study
results will provide important theoretical and empirical
implications for understanding and improving the
microstructure of securities market in China characterized
by the limit order book quotation system.
In the limit order book market, institutional investors
can easily affect the market price since their trading
volume is large. Hence, it is essential and meaningful to
examine the trading strategies of institutional investors
a

and how they influence the prices and stability in the
market. In fact, many studies have been devoted to this
research area. For example, it is found that the average
trading strategy is optimal for institutional investors from
the cost minimization perspective [2]. However, it is also
found that adopting the large-volume trading strategy in
the beginning and the end as well as taking the average
trading strategy in between is optimal based the same
perspective [1]. In addition, another kind of research uses
the methodology related to physical economics to study
the function that deals with the impact of trading volume
on prices. In particular, such research analyzes the
characteristics of physical statistics for the limit order
book market [13,14-20].
The study aims to examine the trading strategies of
institutional investors in the limit order book market. The
study modifies three assumptions of prior studies [1,2] to
match actual situations or to facilitate calculations. First,
the investors’ objective in the study is profit maximization
rather than minimization of trading costs. Second, time is
continuous rather than discrete. Third, based on the
research of physical economists, price impact functions
are non-linear and take the quadratic form that features
increasing prices.
Study results indicate that investors adopt the strategy
of increasing trading volume if the permanent price
impact dominates. That is, investors initially trade less to
reduce the price impact and then increase trading volume
gradually as time goes by. By contrast, if the transient
price impact dominates, investors adopt the strategy of
decreasing trading volume. That is, if large trading
volume does not result in big change in long-term prices,
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investors will choose to engage in large-volume trading at
the early stage and then decrease trading volume over
time. In addition, if and only if the permanent and
transient price impact functions are combined in some
fixed proportions, investors will adopt the average trading
strategy. Such a conclusion is inconsistent with the
findings of prior studies [1,2]. However, our finding is
more consistent with intuition and realities. Furthermore,
the study finds that security price changes depend on the
final value of securities rather than the initial value,
consistent with the finding of prior research [21].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
The assumptions of the model are first provided in section
2. It should be noted that the study considers one-sided
market only, where sellers provide limit orders and buyers
provide market orders. Based on the assumptions, section
3 proposes the investors’ objective function and solve for
the profit maximization for institutional investors. The
study solves for the objective function using dynamic
programming and conduct static analysis based on the
results. Section 4 concludes the paper.

impacts. Based on the conclusions drawn by physical
economists, the price impact function is non-linear. More
specifically, the larger the trading volume, the larger the
price impact and the larger the variation of the price
impact function, and vice versa. That is,  () >
0,  () > 0. Based on this, the price impact function
can be expressed as   , meaning that the variation of
the price impact function is increasing as the trading
volume increases. The permanent and transient impacts
account for α and 1-α, respectively, where  ∈ [0,1] .
Accordingly, the permanent and transient price impact
functions can be expressed as   and (1 −
)  respectively. To trade securities with the amount
of ( ) , traders are required to submit the quotations
below:
(1)
p gx 2
The transient price impact function (1-)  can only
affect prices for the current period and ceases to exist in
the next period. By contrast, the permanent price impact
function can influence the prices in the future. Hence, the
speed of price variation is  / =   , where =  ,
when = 0 and = when = 

2 Hypotheses
Limit order is an order to trade a certain number of shares
at a given price or better. For the buyers, the limit orders
placed below the best bid price can be considered as the
total demand. For the sellers, the limit orders placed
above the best ask price can be considered as the total
supply. In addition, market orders will arrive continually
in the limit order market, where market order is an order
to trade a certain number of securities at the best bid price
for sellers or at the best ask price for the buyers. Since
buyers’ and sellers’ limit orders and their corresponding
market orders are symmetric, the study considers the
sellers’ limit orders and the corresponding buyers’ market
orders to facilitate analysis.
Suppose traders need to buy some security during the
continuous time period [0,T] and x(t) is the number of
securities bought at time t. The cumulative number of
securities bought by investors during the period [t,T] is Qt,

which can be expressed as  = ∫ (). That is, Qt is
the number of securities yet to be traded but needed to be
traded by institutional investors during the period [t,T].
We then have  ⁄ = − . After a given time T,
institutional investors cannot and will not engage in
securities trading. At the same time, suppose institutional
investors are well informed such that they know that the
settlement value of some security at a given time in the
future is V. It follows that the investors ’objective is to
make sure that securities are traded at prices not greater
than the future settlement value (i.e.,  ≤ , ≤ ) in
the period [0,T] and that the price at time T equals the
settlement value (i.e.,  = ). The collection of optimal
strategies for institutional investors can then be expressed
as:  = {( , ( )): ∈ [0, ], ∀( ) ≥ 0,  = }.
In addition, suppose investors are risk-neutral and
trade a certain amount of securities x(t) at a price pt. The
trading volume has impact on the price, which can be
divided into two kinds, i.e., transient and permanent price

3 Model and analysis
Based on the above assumptions, the trading volume
provided by institutional investors can influence trading
prices. That is, there is a function where trading volume
affects prices. The solution for the optimal strategy of
institutional investors therefore depends on how
institutional investors deal with the relationship between
the price impact function and trading volume to maximize
their profits. The objective function of institutional
investors is assumed as follows:

J (t, p, x ) maxx E

T
0

[V (p gx 2 )]
)]xdt
xdt
dt

(2)

dp

gx,
gx, x 0, pT =V .
dt
Solving for the trading strategy of institutional
investors yields the following:
s.t.

x

1
3

2

Qt2

3((V

p)
g

Qt

(3)

Proposition 1: In the limit order book market, if
the impact of trading volume on prices satisfies
equation (1) and the objective function of institutional
investors satisfies equation (2), then the optimal
strategy is for the trading volume to satisfy equation
(3).
From equation (3) in Proposition 1, the price
movement can be derived as: = − [2 + 3  ].
This indicates that in a limit order book market where
there are institutional investors, if the settlement value V
at some time in the future is known and institutional
investors’ objective is to maximize their returns at time T,
then the price movement depends on the future settlement
value, permanent price impact function, intended trading
volume and the current trading volume of institutional
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investors. More specifically, the security price is
negatively related to the permanent price impact function,
current trading volume, and remaining trading volume. In
addition, the security price is positively related to final
settlement value. Furthermore, the security price will
converge to V eventually and has no relationship with the
initial value.
We then conduct comparative statics for the trading
strategy. Based on equation (3), the following equation is
derived:

x
t

(2 -3g)x t 2
2

Qt2

2

(4)

3((V

p)
g

Equation (4) describes how the trading volume of
institutional investors evolves over time. There are three
scenarios.
First, when 2 > 3 , / > 0 , This means that
when the proportion of the permanent price impact is
sufficiently high, institutional investors choose the
strategy of increasing trading volume. That is, if the
impact of trading volume on prices is permanent,
institutional investors will initially trade fewer securities
to avoid excessive price increases in the future and then
trade increasingly more over time. Second, when
2 < 3 , / < 0 . This means that when the
proportion of the permanent price impact is smaller,
institutional investors choose the strategy of decreasing
trading volume. That is, if the transient price impact
dominates such that the impact of trading volume on
prices is temporary rather than long-lasting, institutional
investors will trade more securities initially and then
decreases trading volume over time. Although the price
can increase dramatically in response to increased trading
volume, such a price increase is mostly a transient effect
such that it does not take long for the price to revert to the
original level. Third, when 2 = 3, / = 0. This
means that when the permanent and transient price
impacts are combined in some fixed proportions,
institutional investors choose the average trading strategy.
That is, the average trading strategy documented in prior
studies [1,2] will only be adopted by institutional
investors under a particular circumstance. The average
trading strategy is mere a special case among all trading
strategies of institutional investors and its feasibility
depends on the presence of a special market structure.
Taking the partial derivative with respective to g, we
have:

x
g

(V
2g

2

2

2
t

Q

p)
3((V

p)

0

Taking the partial derivative with respective to α, we
have:
x

Qt
2

Qt2

3((V

p)

-1
1

(6)

0

g

Equation (6) indicates that investors will trade
increasingly less as the permanent price impact increases.
Given constant total trading volume, investors are
inclined to trade as fast as possible rather than postponing
their trading. As a result, investors will surely choose to
trade more initially and trade less in the future. This is
because when the permanent price impact dominates and
becomes increasingly large, quick transactions can avoid
higher payment for future trading.
Combining equations (3) to (6), it can be inferred that
in general, the impact of trading volume on prices can
cause institutional investors to choose different trading
strategies, further influencing the movement of security
prices. In the price impact function, if the proportion of
the permanent price impact (α) is relatively high, meaning
that the majority of the price impact will continue to
affect future trading, investors will surely opt for quick
and large-volume transactions. By contrast, if the
proportion of the permanent price impact (α) is relatively
low, meaning that the transient price impact dominates,
most price impacts will vanish quickly. Investors will
surely opt to trade slowly in order not to affect future
prices too much.
The permanent price impact function deals with the
extent to which institutional investors disclose
information to the market. Stronger permanent price
impact suggests that more information contained in
trading can be disclosed to the market in the form of price
changes. If investors disclose more information, they
should trade as soon as possible and the trading volume
should be as large as possible. By contrast, the transient
price impact function is like a one-time shock. It does not
contain any information and prices will revert to the
original level immediately after any shock. When the
transient price impact dominates, investors will opt for
slow trading to prevent from excessive disclosure of
information, which is good for profit maximization. Such
inferences concur with the conclusions of prior research
[21] and the realities of securities markets.
Taking the partial derivative with respective to Q, we
have:

(5)

x
Qt

g

Equation (5) indicates that the trading volume of
institutional investors at time t is inversely related to the
coefficient of the price impact function. That is, if the
coefficient of the price impact function increases,
institutional investors will choose smaller trading volume
at time t to minimize the price impact.

Qt
3

Qt
3

2

Qt2

3((V

p)

-11

0

(7)

g

Equation (7) indicates that the trading volume at some
point in time is positively related to the total volume that
investors are willing to trade in the future. That is, if there
are still many securities yet to be traded, the current
trading volume has to increase.
In sum, trading strategies of institutional investors
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depend on the price impact function and the structure of
permanent and transient impacts. Results are inconsistent
with those of some studies [1,2]. However, results are
consistent with the real situations and the finding of
another study [21]. That is, if information can be hidden
effectively, inside traders will not engage in large-volume
trading to reveal their information. Instead, they will
disclose their information gradually.

x
g

The paper studies the trading strategies of institutional
investors in a limit order book market. We modify the
assumptions and the objective function in existing
literature [1,2] and use different methods to solve for
optimal trading strategies.
Institutional investors have been the major traders in
the securities markets. The trading strategies of
institutional investors have also been the major concern
of institutional investors as well as regulators, other
institutions, and private investors. Based on the
assumption of profit maximization, the study finds that
the average trading strategy is optimal for institutional
investors, concurring with the finding of prior research
based on the assumption of cost minimization [2]. In
behavioral finance, it is difficult to derive consistent
results based on cost minimization and profit
maximization [22,23]. However, the study shows that the
average trading strategy is optimal for institutional
investors based on profit maximization, concurring with
the finding based on cost minimization.

Appendix: Solution for Proposition 1
Objective function:

dp
dt

s.t.

T

maxx E 0
gx, x
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0
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gx 2 )]
)]xdt
xdt
dt

Taking the partial derivative with respective to x, we have˖
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p
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